PV-30 SERIES
Vacuum Currency Counters

LAUREL has developed the most excellent and sophisticated Machines.

Why don't you select "LAUREL" Vacuum Currency Counters PV-30 Series,
the most advanced Models in the World!
FEATURES

PV-35

We are ever in the vanguard of currency counting. We
keep on innovating our products and technology with the
phrase, "Customer Satisfaction" always in mind. Now,
these state-of-the-art Vacuum Currency Counters are our
another pride. Do let them have a chance to prove it out!!

Easy Operation

High Accuracy

Versatile Modes

Count Sensor System of PV-30 Series has been designed
on Laurel's high technology and long experience and has
an incomparable accuracy in counting.

Compact and excellent design of PV-30 Series was made for the
operators' easier usage. PV-30 Series are equipped with Reset
Switches in both left and right hand sides, large and bright LCD
Display to minimize the operators' labour burden.

Versatile Modes of PV-30 Series comply with the customers'
various demands.
Check Mode / ADD-Count / BATCH / Check Mode + ADDCount / BATCH+ADD-Count
Stamp Mode is also available as an optional kit of Stamping Device.

High Durability
The mechanism of PV-30 Series with high reliability
continues to be selected and highly evaluated by
customers in need of the Heavy-duty equipment. Select
PV-30 Series and make sure of their excellent reliability !

High Speed
PV-30 Series have high speed counting and greatly
enhance the customers' efficiency in their routine works.

After Sales Service
A worldwide network of "LAUREL" authorized
distributors assures you of high level of support
and after sales service.

Environment - Conscious
PV-30 Series were designed so that the working noise should be
diminished and with a help of Shutters in Models PV-30/35 the
noise and the dust can be reduced for better environment in any
working space.
A built-in Dust Collector also helps improvement of the working
environment.

SPECIFICATIONS
Models

Dimensions

ISO 9001
PV-30 Series has been manufactured at the
factory which meets the ISO 9001 Quality
Systems requirement.

EC Directives

PV-30

PV-30 Series comply with
the EC Directives Low Voltage
73/23/EEC and EMC 89/336/EEC.

PV-30

PV-31

PV-35

PV-36

Height

873mm

273mm

Width

350mm

350mm

Depth
Weight
Shutter Function

310mm

420mm

Approx. 37Kg

Approx. 23Kg
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Counting Speed

100 notes / 4 Sec.

Power Source

100 - 125V / 200 - 240V 〜

Frequency

50 - 60Hz

Power Consumption

250W
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